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9 spectacular hidden treasures found in recent decades oddee - the treasure was buried in a small chest filled with
items made of precious metals sorted mostly by type with some in smaller wooden boxes and others in bags or wrapped in
fabric the coins of the hoard date it after ad 407 which coincides with the end of britain as a roman province, 7 of the
biggest treasure troves ever found mental floss - the treasure found at tillya tepe which has become known as the
bactrian gold was recovered from six burial mounds more than 20 000 gold ornaments were retrieved, list of missing
treasures wikipedia - the treasure is thought to be buried on cocos island in costa rica and it is estimated to be worth 160
million confederate gold legend circa 1865 gold lost after the american civil war tokugawa s buried treasure legend circa
1868 a legendary treasure allegedly buried in mount akagi by the tokugawa shogunate disputed kruger millions legend 1902
, 20 hidden treasures found in bizarre places msn - the treasure under the cherry tree a swiss farmer discovered more
than 33 pounds of ancient coins buried in his cherry orchard the treasure estimated at being around 1700 years old was
handed over to the government according to swiss law the owner of the land has no claiming rights in this type of situation,
amazing treasures found by accident - treasures are found all the time from ancient artefacts to modern masterpieces but
most of the time they re only discovered after extensive research here are the stories of the top 10 most, millionaire forrest
fenn hid treasure in the rockies and - an 87 year old millionaire buried treasure in the rockies and he s offered one main
clue 12 12 pm et wed 18 april 2018 01 00 somewhere in the rockies in the roughly 1 000 miles between santa fe new
mexico and the canadian border may be a treasure chest worth millions
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